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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, the Painlevé test is performed for a new two-component Korteweg–de Vries
(KdV) equation proposed by Foursov. It is shown that this equation passes the integrability
test and is P-integrable. By means of the truncated singular expansion, some explicit
solutions from the trivial zero solution are derived. The phenomena of soliton fission and
fusion are studied in detail.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
During the past several years, the study of coupled nonlinear evolution equations has played an important role in
explaining many interesting phenomena [1–6]. The scalar equations are often generalized to multi-field cases. The two-
component Korteweg–de Vries (KdV) equation is a typical system of this kind. Since Hirota and Satsuma presented the
first coupled KdV system in 1981 [7], its properties have been widely researched. Subsequently, many important coupled
KdV models have been constructed, for example, the Fuchssteiner equation [8], the Ito system [9], the Drinfeld–Sokolov
model [10], the Nutku–Oguzmodel [11], and the Zharkov system [12]. A quite different generalization of amulti-component
KdV system has been found by Antonowicz and Fordy, considering the energy-dependent Schrödinger operator [13]. Ma
deduced a hierarchy of non-isospectral flows associated with coupled KdV systems from a spectral problem with the
Laurent polynomial-dependent form of the spectral parameter [14]. Later, he also presented amulti-component KdV system
considering decomposable hereditary operators [15]. Based on a specific choice of Hamiltonian operators of lower order, Ma
also proposed a hierarchy of new local bi-Hamiltonian coupled KdV systems [16].
Several years ago, Foursov carried out the integrable classifications of two-component KdV systems via computer algebra
computations [17,18]. He showed there are five systems which are not symmetrical and not triangular. Three of them are
known to be integrable: theHirota–Satsuma system [7], the Ito system [9], and the rescaledDrienfeld–Sokolov equation [10].
The fourth system reads
ut = uxxx + vxxx + 2(uv)x,
vt = vxxx − 9uux + 6vux + 3uvx + 2vvx. (1.1)
Foursov showed that this systempossesses generalized symmetries ofweights 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, and 19 aswell as conserved
densities of weights 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14, and he conjectured that this system is integrable [19].
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Ablowitz et al. suggested that a nonlinear partial differential equation is integrable if all its exact reductions to ordinary
differential equations have the Painlevé property [1]. This approach poses obvious operational difficulties. Weiss et al.
showed a way to circumvent this difficulty by introducing the Painlevé property directly for the partial differential
equations [20]. According to Weiss, a partial differential equation will possess the Painlevé property if its solutions are
single valued about a movable singular manifold. In this paper, we will use Weiss’s approach to investigate the Painlevé
property of the new two-component KdV equation. Furthermore, the truncated Painlevé expansion is used to construct
exact solutions [21,22]. When this method is applied to Eq. (1.1), we find some novel phenomena of soliton fission and
fusion which have been recently discovered both theoretically and experimentally [23–28].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we perform the singularity structure analysis of the two-component KdV
equation. In Section 3, the truncated Painlevé expansion is used to find explicit solutions. And soliton fission and fusion are
investigated in detail. We end the paper with some discussions in Section 4.
2. Painlevé analysis of the equation
Let us study the integrability of (1.1) followingWeiss’s algorithm. The algorithm iswell known andwidely used; therefore
weomit non-essential computational details.Weeffect a local Laurent expansion in theneighborhoodof a non-characteristic
singular manifold f (x, t) = 0. Assuming the leading orders of the solutions have the form
u = a0f j, v = b0f k, (2.1)
where a0 and b0 are analytic functions of x and t , and j and k are integers to be determined. We now substitute (2.1) into
(1.1) and balance the most dominant terms to get three branches:
(1) j = k = −2, a0 = b0 = −6f 2x ,
(2) j = k = −2, a0 = −2f 2x , b0 = 6f 2x ,
(3) j = k = −2, a0 = −f 2x , b0 =
3
2
f 2x .
(2.2)
In order to find the resonances, that is the powers at which the arbitrary functions enter into the generalized Laurent
expansions, we expand
u = a0f j + ar f r+j, v = b0f k + br f r+k, (2.3)
and use them in (1.1), retaining the leading-order terms alone. Detailed calculations give the following resonance points for
the branches:
(1) r = −5,−1, 4, 6, 6, 8,
(2) r = −2,−1, 3, 4, 6, 8,
(3) r = −1, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6.
(2.4)
The third branch is the principal one which contains only −1 and no other negative resonances. It corresponds to the
general solution of the equation. The other two ‘‘lower’’ branches are sometimes referred to as the singular branches,
corresponding to particular solutions. If only the principal branch passes the Painlevé test then the equation has the Laurent
property. If all branches are single valued for arbitrary f and the principal branch has its full complement of undetermined
functions, then the equation has the Painlevé property [21]. Consequently, we should check the consistent conditions for all
three branches. Since the procedure is similar, we just take the principal branch as an illustration.
Obviously the resonance at r = −1 corresponds to the arbitrariness of f (x, t). In order to check the existence of a
sufficient number of arbitrary functions, we substitute the solution
u = a0(x, t)
f 2
+ a1(x, t)
f
+ a2(x, t)+ a3(x, t)f + a4(x, t)f 2 + a5(x, t)f 3 + a6(x, t)f 4,
v = b0(x, t)
f 2
+ b1(x, t)
f
+ b2(x, t)+ b3(x, t)f + b4(x, t)f 2 + b5(x, t)f 3 + b6(x, t)f 4,
(2.5)
in (1.1) and collect the coefficients of different powers of f . The coefficients of (f −5, f −5) yield the leading-termcoefficients in
(2.2). From the coefficients of (f −4, f −4), we have a1 = fxx, and b1 is arbitrary. Again, collecting the coefficients of (f −3, f −3),
we get
a2 = ft − fxxx3fx −
3b1fxx + b21
9f 2x
,
b2 = ft − fxxx − b1xfx −
b21
6f 2x
.
(2.6)
Gathering the coefficients of (f −2, f −2), and simplifying by existing coefficients, one can easily check that they can be
reduced to only one equation in a3 and b3, thereby implying that one of the functions is arbitrary. Proceeding further,
we have checked, by collecting the last coefficients of f , that in a similar manner the remaining compatibility conditions
are satisfied. Thus the general solution admits the required number of arbitrary functions, without the introduction of any
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(a) u, k = 1. (b) v, k = 1.
(c) u, k = −1. (d) v, k = −1.
Fig. 1. Plot of the single solitary wave solution with k = ±1, ξ = 0.
movable critical manifold. It is easy to check that the other two branches present the same conclusions. Thereby, system
(1.1) satisfies the Painlevé property and is P-integrable.
3. Soliton fission and fusion of the equation
Generally, for a lot of integrable models, the interaction between solitons is completely elastic, namely, the soliton’s
amplitude, velocity, and wave shape will not change after nonlinear collisions. However, for several other integrable
models, such as the Burgers equation and the Sharma–Tasso–Olver (STO) equation, the interaction between solitons can
be completely nonelastic. Recently, it has been reported both theoretically and experimentally that fission and fusion
phenomena can occur for (1+1)-dimensional solitons or solitarywaves [23]. The truncated Painlevé expansion and variable
separation ansatz are often used to study these novel phenomena. In this section, we demonstrate soliton fission and fusion
of the two-component KdV equation by the truncation method.
We truncate the principal Laurent series (2.5) at the constant-level term to get the auto-Bäcklund transformation
u = a0(x, t)
f 2
+ a1(x, t)
f
+ U,
v = b0(x, t)
f 2
+ b1(x, t)
f
+ V ,
(3.1)
where (u, v), (U, V ) satisfy (1.1) with (a0, b0) being the leading-term coefficients. Without loss of generality, we consider
the vacuum solutionU = V = 0 in the above Bäcklund transformation. In such a case, the singularmanifold f and coefficient
b1 are not arbitrary anymore. Substituting into (1.1) yields an over-determined system for f and b1 from the different powers
of f , 
b1t − b1xxx = 0,
b1xxx + fxxxxx − fxxt = 0,
b1fxxx − b1xfxx − 3b1xxfx + ft fxx − fxxfxxx + 2fxt fx − 2fxxxxfx = 0,
b1(ft + 5fxxx)+ 2b1b1x − 3b1xxfx + 3fxfxxxx − 3fxfxt = 0,
4f 2x b1x − 2b1fxfxx + 2f 2x fxxx − 2ft f 2x = 0,
6f 2x b1x − 2b21fx − 9b1fxfxx + 3ft f 2x − 3f 2x fxxx = 0,
(3.2)
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(a) Fusion, k1 = −1, k2 = 2. (b) Fusion, k1 = 1, k2 = 2.
(c) Fission, k1 = −1, k2 = −2. (d) Fission, k1 = 1, k2 = −2.
Fig. 2. Plot of the two-solitary wave solution u.
which is sometimes called the singular manifold equation. In order to find soliton solutions, we first make the ansatz
f = 1+ eη = 1+ ekx+ωt+ξ . (3.3)
Substituting into system (3.2), the consistent condition requires the dispersive relation ω = k3 and b1 = 0. Now we can
explicitly write down the single traveling solitary wave solution by inserting (3.3) into (3.1):
u = k
2eη
(1+ eη)2 =
k2
4
sech2
η
2
,
v = 3k
2e2η
2 (1+ eη)2 =
3k2
8

1+ tanhη
2
2
.
(3.4)
Fig. 1 shows the corresponding wave patterns of the single traveling solitary wave solution with k = ±1 and ξ = 0. It can
be seen that u and v are both unidirectional. And u is always bell-shaped, while v is kink type for k = 1 and anti-kink type
for k = −1.
As for the two-solitary wave solution, a simpler hypothesis is adopted:
f = 1+ eη1 + eη2 = 1+ ek1x+k31t+ξ1 + ek2x+k32t+ξ2 . (3.5)
Now, substituting (3.5) with b1 = 0 into (3.1) yields the two-solitary wave solution
u = (k1 − k2)
2 eη1+η2 + k12eη1 + k22eη2
(1+ eη1 + eη2)2 ,
v = 3
2
(k1eη1 + k2eη2)2
(1+ eη1 + eη2)2 .
(3.6)
Figs. 2 and3 show the various soliton interactionswith selected parameters k1 = ±1, k2 = ±2, ξ1 = 0, ξ2 = 1, respectively.
The phenomena of soliton fusion and fission are clearly presented. For u, this is similar to the phenomena of the STO equation
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(a) Fusion, k1 = −1, k2 = 2. (b) Fusion, k1 = 1, k2 = 2.
(c) Fission, k1 = −1, k2 = −2. (d) Fission, k1 = 1, k2 = −2.
Fig. 3. Plot of the two-solitary wave solution v.
analyzed in [23]. For v, in the case of fusion, when k1k2 < 0, one kink-type solution located at x ∼ −k21t − ξ1k1 and one anti-
kink-type solution located at x ∼ −k22t − ξ2k2 fuse to form one wave. And when k1k2 > 0, two kink-type solutions fuse to
form one kink-type solution. As shown in Fig. 3(a),(b), the fused solutions keep the wave pattern after collision. In the case
of fission, when k1k2 < 0, the combined wave splits into one kink-type solution and one anti-kink-type solution. When
k1k2 > 0 it fissions into two kink-type solitary solutions.
Without loss of generality, one can suppose that |k2| > |k1|. By careful analysis, we come to the conclusion that solution
(3.6) has the property of fusion ifω2 > 0. Otherwise, we have the opposite character, soliton fission. In addition, we can also
get the general fusion-type or fission-type N-solitary wave solution of the two-component coupled KdV equation according
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to (3.1) by choosing
f = 1+
N−
i=1
eη = 1+
N−
i=1
ekix+k
3
i t+ξi . (3.7)
In fact, the assumption U = V = b1 = 0 simplifies the over-determined system (3.2) into just a linear partial differential
equation ft − fxxx = 0. Consequently, the principle of superposition ensures the validity of solution (3.7).
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have performed a singularity analysis of a new two-component KdV equation and solved it by the
standard truncated Painlevé method. We find that this equation is P-integrable. Furthermore, the phenomena of fusion and
fission during the interactions between multi-solitons are investigated. It can be seen that several solitary waves can fuse
to one through the interaction. On the other hand, one single solitary wave can fission into several solitary waves.
In the real application aspect of the coupled KdV equations, a quite general coupled KdV system
ut + α1vux + (α2v2 + α3uv + α4uxx + α5u2)x = 0,
vt + δ1vux + (δ2u2 + δ3uv + δ4vxx + δ5v2)x = 0, (4.1)
with arbitrary constants αi and δi(i = 1, 2, . . . , 5) was obtained from a two-layer model of the atmospheric dynamical
system [29]. Under the condition that the linear dispersion relations are the same for two-layer fluids described by Eq. (4.1),
i.e., α4 = δ4, five types of Painlevé-integrable coupled KdV equation were found for different selections of parameters
αi, δi(i = 1, 2, . . . , 5). In a series of research papers, Lou obtained exact solutions of a coupled KdV system with a
formally variable separation approach [30], and derived a coupled variable coefficientmKdV equation from a two-layer fluid
system [31]. Hu discovered non-singular positon and complexiton solutions for a special coupled KdV system by means of
the iterative Darboux transformation [32]. Tong found a new type of coupled KdV equation to be Painlevé integrable [33].
With Hirota’s bilinear direct method, Yang studied a special coupled KdV system to obtain its new soliton solutions [34].
In addition, there are also many meaningful results about various coupled KdV system. However, the new two-component
KdV system investigated here is special. It does not belong to any general type given above and especially, as far as we know,
the study of fusion and fission during the interactions between multi-solitons is novel.
Although we have given the multiple fusion (or fission) soliton solution, it is obvious that there are still many significant
and important problems awaiting further investigation. For example, as an integrable equation, how about its bilinear form
and N-soliton solutions? What can we obtain in the case of b1 ≠ 0 by the truncated method? Are there any similar results
of other coupled KdV-type equations discussed by Foursov? These will be investigated in our future work.
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